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Introduction: We report on the 2009 NASA 

Spaceward Bound North Dakota expedition to the rel-
ict glacial terrains of the Red River Valley. Our field-
work focuses on the astrobiological investigation of the 
Dahlen (Figure 1) and Breker Eskers. 

 

 
Figure 1: The Dahlen Esker field site. 

 
Relevance to Mars: Long, sinuous ridges similar 

to the well-described Dahlen Esker [1] have been ob-
served on Mars, and are visible in imagery from the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) High Resolution 
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera and are 
also observed in Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter 
(MOLA) datasets. Detailed analyses strongly suggest 
that some of these features are eskers [references 2-9], 
and we propose that they be considered as potential 
targets for human or robotic astrobiological explora-
tion, particularly if terrestrial eskers are shown to pre-
serve evidence of past life.  

 
Approach: We approach the relict eskers in North 

Dakota as terrestrial analogs for Mars eskers in support 
of the search for evidence of past life on Mars. The 
eskers our team visited in North Dakota are positive 
relief features that represent sediments deposited by 
flowing liquid water underneath glaciers–including any 
remains that were of biological origin. We hypothesize 
that terrestrial eskers contain biosignatures of the life 
that existed in the area when they formed, and that a 
detailed biological analysis of soils retrieved from 
within an esker may be useful in understanding how 
eskers preserve evidence of past life. Our research is 
designed to compare and contrast relict eskers in North 
Dakota with those forming in polar regions today, to 

determine what kinds of biological evidence–if any–
are preserved in eskers, to investigate whether or not 
the biota inside an esker reflects the depositional con-
ditions or the present-day environment, and to test es-
ker drilling technologies and procedures that help re-
fine operational protocols.  

 
Fieldwork and Sample Analysis: Fieldwork was 

performed at the Dahlen Esker near Fordville, ND, and 
the Breker Esker near Cayuga, ND. In both locations, 
standard drilling and coring hand tools were used to 
retrieve soil samples from within each esker. At the 
Dahlen Esker, drilling was performed by a subject out-
fitted in the University of North Dakota NDX-1 pres-
surizable space suit. Soil samples were collected from 
each esker (Figure 2) at known depths up to 4m below 
the surface. An analysis of the microbial communities 
in each sample was performed offsite to characterize 
the microbial biodiversity and metabolic activity as a 
function of depth. Total biomass (cells/g), physiologi-
cal status of proteobacteria, and biological community 
structure assessed by phospholipid fatty acid analysis 
(PLFA) was measured in each sample. 

 

  
Figure 2: Drilling operations by a subject in the NDX-1 
Space Suit on the Dahlen Esker. 
 

Results: In summary, we have demonstrated that a 
subject inside a pressurizable spacesuit can perform 
drilling operations on an esker. We have also sampled 
and characterized the extant microbial communities 
within the top 4m of two eskers in North Dakota. Re-
sults from the biological analysis suggest that the mi-
crobial ecology within the Breker Esker is not uniform, 
and that there are localized areas of reduced microbial 
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diversity (Figure 3). This may be due to different soil 
types in the sedimentary layers of the esker, and or the 
permeability of the sediments within the esker.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The PLFA results from the Breker Esker show that 
samples retrieved from a sand layer between two clay layers 
at 228cm depth has reduced microbial diversity. 

 
Future Work: Future work will include sample 

gathering and microbial analysis of sediments from 
recently formed polar eskers for comparison with the 
results from this study. Additionally, heavier duty and 
larger drills capable of deeper drilling along the entire 
Breker Esker profile (including sampling at the base) 
should be identified and deployed in the field.  
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